Recently, NASA formally completed the Polymer Energy Rechargeable System (PERS) Program, which was established in 2000 in collaboration with the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) to support the development of polymer-based, lithium-based cell chemistries and battery technologies to address the next generation of aerospace applications and mission needs. The goal of this program was to ultimately develop an advanced, space-qualified battery technology, which embodied a solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) and complementary components, with improved performance characteristics that would address future aerospace battery requirements.
Programmatically, the PERS initiative exploited both interagency collaborations to address common technology and engineering issues and the active participation of academia and private industry. The initial program phases focused on R&D activities to address the critical technical issues and challenges at the cell level. A variety of cell and polymeric electrolyte concepts were pursued as part of the development efforts undertaken at numerous governmental, industrial and academic laboratories. Numerous candidate electrolyte materials were developed, synthesized and optimized for evaluation. Utilizing the component screening facility and the "standardized" test procedures developed at the NASA Glenn Research Center, electrochemical screening and performance evaluations of promising candidate materials were completed. This overview summarizes test results for a variety of candidate electrolyte materials that were developed under the PERS Program. Electrolyte properties are contrasted and compared to the original project goals, and the strengths and weaknesses of the electrolyte chemistries are discussed. Limited cycling data for full-cells using lithium metal and vanadium oxide electrodes are also presented. Based on measured electrolyte properties, the projected performance characteristics and temperature limitations of batteries utilizing the advanced electrolytes and components have been estimated. Limitations for the achievement of practical performance levels are also discussed, as well as needs for future research and development.
Assessment of Lithium-based Battery Electrolytes
Developed under the NASA PERS Program Group, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, 44135 Richard S. Baldwin NASA Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, 44135 • DoD/NASA collaborative effort was formed in 1997 to enhance Li-ion liquid battery and cell performance.
• Lithium-based chemistries with solid-state and/or polymer-based components were envisioned to be enabling next-generation technologies.
• In FY 2000 NASA and the Air Force Research Laboratory expanded collaborative efforts to support development of polymer-based technologies.
• 
Ionic Conductivity
• Gels approach PERS goal at room temperature.
• Dry SPEs approach goal at >80°C.
• Ionomers have lower conductivity due to immobilized anion. S/cm at 25°C
Ionomers not provided in sufficient quantity for supplemental testing
Transport Properties for Dry SPE
• Li + transference number (t
• Influence salt concentration gradients under polarization.
• Limiting current density, power production, electrode utilization and even life are affected. 
Electrochemical Stability Window
• measurements at 80°C shown for dry SPE optimized for conductivity.
• reasonable plating/stripping efficiency for Li metal .
• small oxidation current observed at +3.3 V
• salt and polymer makeup could be factors anticipated compatibility with 3-Volt class electrodes 
Full Cell Testing with Vanadium Oxide
• Vanadium oxide explored at GRC as positive electrode material
• 200 mAh/g (practical capacity for V 6 O 13 ).
• 3-Volt, fits stability window • Preliminary cycle-testing in coin cells with non-optimized electrode formulation.
polypropylene gasket wavespring spacer working electrode (5/8" dia.) lithium counter-electrode (5/8" dia.) can (positive) cover (negative) SPE disc (1/2" dia.) polymer mask Preliminary GRC cells built using un-modified PEO as well as rod-coil SPE
Full Cell Impedance
• Cell data at 70°C
• Compare SPE cell with control cell using liquid electrolyte (Merck 
Battery Energy Estimation
With limitations of dry SPEs:
• Cell operates at elevated temperature (80°C)
• 3V cell potential (1 volt less than Li-ion)
• Battery design to accommodate insulation & heaters (adds weight and volume)
• Parasitic power loss to drive heaters ... will a heated battery based on dry SPE have an energy advantage over Li-ion? Cell energy, Wh
Comparison of 30 Ah Prismatic

PERS
Li-ion
Chemistry
Lower cell voltage is offset by low component weight. Specific energy is 1.5-times greater at the cell level.
Thermal Model of PERS Battery
Assumptions:
• Uniform cell Insulated buss extension is essential, to limit heat flow but but adds weight
Comparison of 28-Volt Batteries
Even with allowance for parasitic heat loss, PERS battery has significantly greater specific energy. Insulation reduces energy density. 
Cell Electrode Area and Parasitic Weight
Electrode area is a critical cell-design parameter.
Summary
•Over 20 PERS participants helped increase the body of knowledge for novel SPE approaches and produced materials with new characteristics and physical properties.
•Breakthrough-levels of electrochemical performance have yet to be accomplished -work continues.
•A number of SPEs show promise as viable electrolytes at elevated temperature.
•Specific energy advantages are possible for batteries with thermal management systems.
•Cycle-life, utilization, long-term stability, etc. need to be demonstrated in future work with optimized electrodes.
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